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Quotation:

“It is better to retreat in time than in disgrace”

Churchill



OUTLINE

Are pions of the intrinsic sea coupled to quarks
or to nucleon?

Is intrinsic sea responsable for the spin crisis?



ASSUMPTIONS

• The SU3 model of Cabbibo is good: 

1)gives the preference to the quark+pion

2)Only weak interaction is trustworthy in the
spin measurements

• Nambu---Jona-Lasino model is a very
simplified neverthless a good description
of the chiral symmetry breaking





Pions coupled to the nucleon

The first reaction on the violation of the Gottfried
sum rule came from  Eichten et al. suggesting 
coupling of pions to quarks. It was not consequently
done. Garvey and Peng are using the coupling of
pions to the nucleon  in spirit of the nuclear physics.



SU3 Model of Cabbibo

Three quarks u,d and s are the basis of the SU3

Nota bene: constituent quarks may have a

complicated structure but as entire fit the axial

vector transitions np, Λp e- ν,

Σ-
n e- ν, Χ-

 Λ e- ν, Χ0
Σ+ e- ν with two 

parameters gA
np and gA

Σn

	



Structure of the light constituent quark 



The Source of the Intrinsic Pions

The spin flip of the valence quark brings a

quark-antiquark pair of the quark-gluon 
condensate on the energy shell  neutral pion.

The valance quark can replace a quark of the 
quark-antiquark pair charge pion. Two pions
follow from two successive spin flips of the 
valence quark. If the probability of one pion is a 
the probability for two is      .



Proton contains a neutron plus Pion component



Proton wave function for pions
coupled to quarks

The calculations have been done by Mitja Rosina



Lambda-Nucleus Interaction

• Lambda is a uds hyperon with ud coupled to

• spin 0. Does not interact via one pion but

• only via two pion exchange. The two pion

• could be created by the analogous mechanism

• as in the nucleon but it would lead to the
admixture of Sigma into Lambda.





Two Pions via 

In conflict with the Lambda—Nucleon 
interaction
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Both violation of Gottfried Sum Rule and forward neutron in DIS.
Pion probability in the nucleon is 25%.

DIS with forward neutron



TWO PION CONTRIBUTION

The experimental evidence for the two pion

presence in the nucleon is rather circumstantial.

The strength of the nuclear force requires about

equal probability of the one and two pions in 

the nucleon. A direct measurement of the two 
pion probability in the nucleon via

the forwards proton experiment has not been

reliably evaluated.  



DIS with forward proton



DIS with forward proton



Ellis and Jaffe vs.Experiment

• They predict:





u-quark vs. polarized quark 
distribution



COMMENTS

• Equivalence of pions coupled to a nucleus and

• coupled to a quark.

• In analogy to the atom—atom 

• force in the nucleon—nucleon force pions

• act as electrons

• It is like the covalent bond.

• There is something fishy with the quark spin 
at 

• small Bjorkin x.



Final Quotation

• According to Linus Pauling in science

• like in life:

• To be wrong is it less bad than to be dull.


